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Extended Hubbard model applied to study the pressure effects
in high-temperature superconductors
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We make use of a BCS-type approach based on the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian to study the supercon-
ductor transition and to give a microscopic interpretation of the pressure effects onTc in high-temperature
superconductors. This method suggests that the applied pressure causes an increase of the superconducting gap
and this effect is explored in order to explain the variations ofTc . Our approach is therefore beyond the scope
of previous phenomenological models which basically postulate a pressure-induced charge transfer and an
intrinsic term linear in pressure. We obtain a microscopic interpretation of this intrinsic term and a general
expansion ofTc in terms of the pressure. To demonstrate the efficiency of the method we apply it to the
experimental data of the Hg-based superconductors.@S0163-1829~97!07925-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

After the discovey of high-temperature superconduct
~HTS’s! it was realized that the critical temperature (Tc)
could be substantially enhanced by applying high pressu
This very interesting effect attracted a lot of attention as i
summarized by several review articles which have been w
ten on the subject.1–3 The motivation for all this effort is not
only the quest for higher temperatures but also to unders
which are the parameters which optimizeTc besides the pos
sibility of following the structural changes induced by pre
sure by means of x rays and neutron diffraction technique
is hoped that these investigations lead to the preparatio
new materials by chemical substitution as well as some
ter insights into these highly complex systems.

One of the effects of the pressure which is generally
cepted and well documented in certain materials1–3 is an in-
crease of the carrier concentration on the CuO2 planes trans-
ferred from the reservoir layers. Such pressure-indu
charge transfer~PICT! has been confirmed by Hall effect an
thermoeletric power measurements in several compoun2

Therefore this effect combined with an assumption of
intrinsic variation ofTc ~linear on the pressure! independent
of the charge transfer was largely explored to account for
quantitative relation betweenTc and the pressureP and gave
the origin of many models.4–8 Some of these models als
invoked the fact that several HTS’s have aTc versus carrier
densityn ~per CuO2) diagram which satisfies a phenomen
logical universal parabolic curve, i.e.,Tc5Tc

max@1
2h(n2nop)

2] wherenop is the optimumn. Following along
these lines we can writen(P)5n1Dn(P), Tc5Tc(n,P)
and derive an expansion in powers ofP, namely,

Tc~n,P!5Tc~n,0!1a1~n!P1a2~n!P2, ~1!

where the coefficients are

a1~n!5]Tc~n!/]P22hTc
max~n2nop!]n/]P ~2a!

and
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a2~n!52hTc
max~]n/]P!2, ~2b!

where the first term ina1 is known as the intrinsic term an
it was estimated to be constant.4–9 This approach was largely
used in describing the data in the vicinity ofnop,

2,6 but fails
to describe more recently measurements on different c
pounds with a large variation on the initialn values from the
underdoped to overdoped regime.2,10 Furthermore, this phe-
nomenological method does not provide any physical insi
into the origin of the~charge-transfer-independent! intrinsic
term.

II. METHOD AND APPROACH

We propose in this work some ideas which are gene
enough to be applied to any family of compounds and wh
provide some microscopic interpretation on the effects
pressure. We use as starting point a recently introdu
approach11 based on a BCS-type mean-field analysis wh
uses the extended Hubbard Hamiltonian (t-U-V) on a square
lattice ~of lattice parametera),

H52 (
^ i j &,s

t~cis
† cjs1H.c.!1U(

i
ni↓ni↑2V(̂

i j &
ninj .

~3!

For the sake of completeness we briefly outline t
method. A gap equation at zero temperature is derived wh
has the same form as in the usual BCS theory, i.e.,

DkW52(
lW
VkW lW

D lW

2~j
2
lW1D

2
lW !1/2

, ~4!

where jkW524t@cos(kxa)1cos(kya)#2m, VkW lW is the Fourier
transform of the potential of Eq.~3!, which is approximately
given by

VkW lW'U24V@cos~kx2 l x!a1cos~ky2 l y!a#. ~5!

As in the BCS mean-field method11 the gap has the sam
functional form of the potential, namely,DkW5D0@cos(kxa)
466 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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6cos(kya)]/2, where the plus sign is for thes-wave and the
minus sign is ford-wave channel. The chemical potenti
m must be calculated self-consistently but as it concerns
superconducting phase boundary it suffices to approxima
by the value of the maximum energy~concentration depen
dent! in a tight-binding band. One then derives a finit
temperature analog of Eq.~4! and in order to determine th
phase boundary we takeT5Tc at the limit whereD050 is
applied. The zero temperature and the finite temperature
T5Tc gap equations are solved numerically and one matc
Tc with D0 for a given carrier concentrationn. Thus one
obtains a phase diagramTc3n for a givenD0 which was
found to reproduce well the experimental phase diagrams
the HTS’s when the position of the attractive potentialV was
changed from the original nearest-neighbor position and
came an adjustable parameter.11 The ratio ofU/V is not rel-
evant to determine the phase diagram boundary as lon
U@V, but on the other hand, it determines the value
D0. The exact calculations ofD0 in terms ofU andV are not
easy to be performed in a many-body system and thu
becomes a second parameter to be determined by com
son with the experimentalTc3n phase diagrams. It wa
shown11 that the chosen values forD0 that reproduce the
phase diagrams of the lanthanum and yttrium family of co
pounds are also in excellent agreement with the gap m
surements taken from tunneling experiments and the spe
heat. As concerns the ratio of the positions ofV used for
these families, it was also showna posteriori that their val-
ues match their ratio of the coherence length~as discussed in
Ref. 11, these are strongly coupled systems and the bo
states are confined which is not the case with weakly coup
systems!, thus providing a possible physical explanation f
this quantity and why they are so different for the La and
families of compounds.

In connection with the above discussion we are led
propose that the effects of pressure are twofold:~i! The well-
accepted PICT and~ii ! the relation 2D05gkBTc

max (g53.5
for weakly BCS andg'4.3 for the method mentione
above! suggests that ifTc

max is a linear function of the pres
sureP ~as assumed for the behavior of the intrinsic term5–7!,
thenD0 must also be a linear function ofP. As concerns the
Hamiltonian of Eq.~3! this is equivalent to saying that th
structural modifications due to the applied pressure induc
variation on the attractive potentialV ~which is the most
influencial parameter on the value ofD0). In fact the real
effect of the structural changes can only be estimate by e
tronic band calculations,2,3,12,13but they are not adequate t
be performed in the context of the strong correlations of
t-U-V Hamiltonian.

Thus the PICT~i! implies thatn(P)5n1Dn(P) and the
assumption of a pressure dependent gap~ii ! implies
D0(P)5D01DD0(P) which can be simple written a
Tc5Tc„n(P),D0(P)…. In Fig. 1 we plot two curves calcu
lated with two differents values ofD0 to study howTc(n)
change if the pressure induces a change inD0. Therefore to
estimateTc of a compound with an initial given value ofn
and under a given pressureP, we perform an expansion o
Tc(n) in terms ofP. With the assumption of linear variatio
of n andTc

max ~or D0) on the pressure, we obtain only term
up to third order, that is,
e
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Tc~n,P!5 (
Z50

3

aZP
Z, ~6a!

with

aZ5S ]

]D0

]D0

]P
1

]

]n

]n

]PD ZTc„n~P!,D0~P!…. ~6b!

Furthermore, one can derive simple analytical expressi
for each coefficient in an approximate way, using the univ
sal parabolic fitting and withTc

max(P)52D0(P)/g which
makes explicit theTc dependence onP @assumption~ii !#.
This procedure gives an intrinsic term which is radically d
ferent than that used before4–8 as well as a new third-orde
term.

III. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENTS

To illustrate the entire method we will apply it to th
mercury system. The mercury family of compounds rep
sents a real challenge to any theory for the following reaso
~a! The highest transition temperatures obtained up to d
have been measured on Hg1223 at 25–30 GPa,14–17reaching
values up to 164 K.~b! The various pressure data for th
underdoped and overdoped compounds of HgBa2CuO42d
~Hg1201! could not be interpreted10 by the models described
in the Introduction.~c! The largest pressure effect onTc with
a change of almost 50 K over a span of 20 GPa has b
recently measured by one of us18 in Hg2212.

As a preliminary step and also in order to determine
initial parameters, we need to study theTc3n phase diagram
at zero pressure. Thus we perform a calculation using
method of de Mello11 to obtain a Hg1201 phase diagra
which is in agreement with the experimental results.10 As
discussed above this method of calculation involves two
rameters; our best result is obtained withD05210 K and the
position of the attractive potentialV at the sixth neighbor.
Our results are plotted in Fig. 1 and, just for comparison a
for future use, the phenomenological parabolic fitting w
h550 andTc

max597 K as used by Caoet al.10 Thus the
calculation for the Hg family phase diagram is our first st

FIG. 1. The phase diagram for HgBa2CuO42d . The squares are
the experimental points of Ref. 6. Our best fitting withD05210 K
and the results withD05240 K to illustrate the effect of changing
this parameter.
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and it is independent of the pressure studies which we
deal next.

To study the effects of the pressure we also plotted in F
1 our calculation for the phase diagram withD05240 K. We
see that nearnop50.16 the variations ofTc with respect to
D0 are almost twice as those at the extremes~low Tc), and
since this is the origin of the intrinsic term, it also varies
the same way and this behavior will be discussed below.
important to notice that the two partial derivatives that a
pear in Eq.~6b! become two parameters to be determined
comparing with theTc3P measurements for two com
pounds with different charge densityn. At low pressures
only the linear termsa1 comes into play since the highe
order coefficients are negligible. It is desirable~but not cru-
cial! to start withn5nop to determine]D0 /]P since atnop
the charge transfer term vanishes. So with other sets
Tc3P data at another value ofnÞn0p, we determine
]n/]P. After these two parameters being determined we
apply the expansion Eq.~6a! to any other compound with
different value ofn.

To illustrate the above general procedure, we will apply
to the low-pressure results of Caoet al.10 for Hg1201 and
those of higher pressures of Gaoet al.16 Our purpose is to
show that we can describe all their results with a sin
choice of parameters. Thus to obtain the value of the
partial derivatives of Eq.~6b! pertinent to their measure
ments we do the following: We start with the set of da
taken with the compound withnop50.16, which has a
Tc3P curve at low pressures that is a straight line and fr
which we can infer that the linear terma151.85 K/GPa,
which atnop is equal to the intrinsic term, and from this w
determine]D0 /]P. To determine the other partial derivativ
we study theTc3P plot made with the sample with
n50.06. We see that the low-pressure slope (a1) can be
taken asa152.6 K/GPa. Atn50.06 the intrinsic term is half
of that atnop according to the discussion in the above pa
graph, and therefore the intrinsic term is 0.9 K/GPa and t
the charge transfer must be equal to 1.7 K/GPa since the
of both terms is equal toa1. Using now the explicit expres
sion for a1 with the parabolic fitting withTc

max597 K and
h550 we can derive that]n/]P51.831023 holes/GPa. We
notice that this value that we obtain for]n/]P is very close
to other estimations.5,7,18,9Thus with this procedure the tw
derivatives which are derived in the calculations of the co
ficients of Eq.~6b! are determined and we are set now
apply Eq.~6a! to any Hg compound. Far fromnop the charge
transfer term dominates over the intrinsic one and thus
linear terma1 varies from the 2.6 K/GPa chosen above
n50.06 up to21.0 K/GPa~at n50.26) in the overdoped
region. The results of our calculations for all other co
pounds with different densitiesn are in excellent agreemen
with the low-pressure experimental data in both the und
doped and overdoped regimes and are plotted on Figs.~a!
and 2~b!. In Fig. 3 we show the results for the high pressu
measurements for the three families of mercury16 at nop. As
one can see in Fig. 3 at high pressures the quadratic an
cubic terms in the pressure expansion become important~for
P.20 GPa! and the agreement with the data is also rema
able. It is very interesting that the parameters obtained ab
at the low pressure yielded results with the maxima aro
ill
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30 GPa which is the value of highestTc for a HTS’s.16 Our
results can also be applied to other measurements on di
ents families and compounds of Hg which, atnop, also
yielded theTc maxima around 30 GPa.

17 This simple theory
is capable of describing successfully entire this ensembl
low- and high-pressure data and furthermore provides so
insight into the microscopic effects of the pressure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Thus, we conclude by pointing out that our calculatio
~based on a BCS-type mean field with the extended Hubb
Hamiltonian! are demonstrated to be highly successful
describe the effects of pressure with just two simple assu
tions. The PICT which is well accepted and that of t
pressure-induced variation of the superconductor gap wh
was introduced, to our knowledge, in this work. We ho
that this assumption can be confirmed in the future byin situ
experiments like specific heat and tunneling measureme
We recently learned about the work of Angilellaet al.19

which also uses the extended Hubbard model within a BC
type approach. Furthermore they estimate the effects of

FIG. 2. ~a! The lines are our calculations for the underdop
region in comparison of the experimental points of Ref. 10.~b! The
same calculations for the overdoped region in comparison of
experimental points of Ref. 10.

FIG. 3. The high-pressure data of Ref. 16 and our calculati
~solid lines! described in the text.
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pressure on the attractive potentialV which goes along with
the lines of our assumption overD0. They also obtained very
good results for the effects of pressure in the Bi2212 fam
given more support to the BCS mean-field calculations w
the extended Hubbard calculation as a model for the phy
of the charge carriers in the HTS’s.
ily,
ith
sics
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